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What happened?

 A glitch in the current measurement resulted in a full 
scale spike in the applied voltage

 This caused the QPS to fire the quench heaters

Fast full scale voltage spike
disturbed QPS



Current measurement I_A was lost for 2ms

I_A was zero for 2ms

I_B was unaffected

I_MEAS used for 
regulation was 

perturbed causing 
the voltage spike



In more detail...

 A problem on the fibre signal from ADC A caused two 
consecutive milliseconds to have a bad status.

 The measurement I_A was forced to zero for these 
milliseconds.

 The software switched immediately to use the good 
channel only (I_B) and it SHOULD have stayed with 
channel B only for 200ms after I_A became good again.

 Due to a bug, this was not the actual behaviour.

 Instead, 20ms after I_A become good, the software 
switched back to using both channels.



I_MEAS filter

 The I_MEAS value used for the regulation uses a filter 
with duration 120ms so the presence of the two zero 
samples in the history of I_A corrupted I_MEAS

I_MEAS 
corrupted 

here

100 ms



Event log shows timings

I_MEAS 
good again 
after only 

20ms



History of ADC glitches

 40 FGCs use external high precision ADCs (2 per FGC)

 These are in RB, RQF, RQD and the inner triplet converters

 Error counters are available in the FGC but are cleared 
following an FGC reset or on demand



Last reset dates of FGCs with external ADCs



16 out of 40 were last reset in February



NO FRAME received error counts



FRAME ERROR counts

These need 
checking!



Software correction

 The missing functionality has been added to version 373.

 Now an acquisition channel must be good for 200ms 
before it will be used for regulation.

 This will ensure that the I_MEAS filter has only good data 
and should prevent a glitch in the current causing a glitch 
in the voltage.



200ms down counter added

I_MEAS 
declared 
NOT OK

I_MEAS 
declared OK 
after 200ms 
with good 

acquisitions

Faults induced by 
unplugging optical 

fibre



Good behaviour of I_MEAS_OK for IA and IB

I_B good 
again after 

200ms

I_A good 
again after 

200ms



Deployment of new version

 New version (V373) was deployed at 18:30 on October 
14th on RQX.R1 and RTQX2.R1 because this inner triplet is 
considered fragile and quenches are highly undesirable

 The new version should be deployed on all FGCs with 
external ADCs as soon as possible (next access?)

 The new version should be deployed everywhere at the 
next technical stop


